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.-W-i-thi-n- the :last- -f-ive--or- six-years,_ researchers_ hive begurr,to pay explicit , s_

attention to the processes involved.-in the impleinealation of educational prb
grams. One-strand of this research has been pursued .by students of. planned
organizationai changg. Working :from a 500-aft-psychological perspective, these
researchers have moved beyond a. preoccupation with the. diffusion and adoption
of innovations and have focused on "the small and mundane as well as the large
and impottant issues and problems necessary for idealistic practitioners to
carry. out their dreams" (Smith and Keith, 1971, p. iv).. A second strand,

, using a polAtical science perspective, has been concerned with the probrem
. of translating governmental policies into workable programs. A third strand

has grown out of attempts-to, evaluate innovative educational programs. Eval-
uators have 'come to real, i ze that programs carindt be faulted for fal I ins, to
achieie intended outcOnle's if, in -fact, they have, been successfully
imOlemanted. ' ' '.- t. . ,

,, ' .. -1.. . .
.., riepresentative of the itnpiementation 'studies, are thoSe bir. Charteps and *...;*

.,

..Pellisrin-'(1972), Gross,. Ofacquinta and Bernstein -(1971), Reynolds (197k and -

Smioth, and Keith 41919, 'These studies and ,others,, have identified I"- hunter" of ': -4
hindrarices to successful igiPlementat ion:. ahit*t or overly ambitions" ob.] ec. .*-:="0..
tives-,' the 64 hire to incorporate user input into goal. f.o.rmulatior, v tehdency . ' ':
to avoid' detailed pi anhing , inadequate resotirces.;_e . fa i NO to 00%130 St* : 4

di f faulty of i earning new roles,. managegan V i *fop eke. to help 'start. seal %yjth
theproblems of , imp) erne nttiOn, difficulties of.main'taiAting motivation dor i o9,
the trials of .implementation and ineffActive monitoring and. feedback mechantsms.
this ,wri ter is syn thes 1-s of -the case- s fed 1 es aeqii ng.with program implecten ta ti..on
Is In .press. , -.

.. , , ,, : . 4

.
The purpose-of this study is tiS .toritibute to whatii known itioot- th'e

implementation protess--to add new dimensions to the concepts. and .hypiitheres
generated byso.the researchers. and .t.b. suggest acrdiSjona,1 ones. In partteulOr4
the intention- isto ,identify problem a'reas dlat. programmenagers,ban.take
consider-a tion aird over which tfiey .can exert. some conkrar Ourin.g.'0Fogrqg
planning- and implementation. A brief.descriptiop of the program
precede a presentation of programmatic outeornes "and ale analysis:of factors 010"

:-"finfluenced implementation. , -

Aieper preserrted at the annual meeting of the Aingri;f0 Ec4iCationa-1; Research
AAsoaatfhn,, Apr 2Q, '1976, San :FraniSco;- .

.
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The Urban School Administrators Fellowship Proorara

The data for this study come from a FoundationsponsoredFeliowship
program designed to provide in-service professional development Opportunities
to principals of secondary schools' in large cities (average city population,
1+90,000). The Qui l ler* Foundation' s Urban School Administrators.
shlp Program is currently in its third year-40 principals We, or have
been, "Qui l ler fel lows.ca

. . , _. _

As originally conceived

The QuilIer Founda t ion (QF) woir4d 'sponsor 41 ire-Moth
internship for. persons qui-fied for high sehooi .

administration but who'1,1a1:4-not yet so served.
-t

This proposed program wcsul.d seek to combine the" .

new efforts of departments of' adulation? available
talent in the school and the greater comfattaity to
.provide a better procedure for preparing high
school administrators.

.

a. W

The assumption is that the Quillor,FOunciaticii.i..4:
*can itaprove the procedure' for' titairang. schosia

administrators, can contribute to the.poil Of ..

. qualified principals and .4anInflueirce the 'OrepariOon
of 'persons for Or i nci pal sh i ps, iii th:eAture:.:"
(Program proposal) .

- '

: , ,;. .
As 1t turne4out, hOWever, the Internship became:4 feiltirr shi Pt!rogiem when
the invited school systems expressetan .interest; in giving the:f.current

- adm`fhtstrators an .opportunity for profeislonai"40VeropMe-nt;" At the.itart .

of the program's first year, then each of the par tiAPatkizgchq0i,sYstetk:
was represerited by five secondary tch9ol - pr i4-tpa 1 s; ;!" ..-: ; .

.

. .. IT esgenpe, the program Frays's*" of three interreYated cc*:(ponent.
An Inter -city, tomponent ; invo I vi ng-al, 1...Xhe Eel 1914.F c1;11.5 f s ti(0 a fogr-

: day retidential.worici_hop in .Alit3ust;..Meetings ip: each pf the Orb§rait ... _.
cities 'Oil attajidence at the ASO conyenti:on, intka-cily component .

was .give "eaat.1 ty.grouri" of f loyi the opPOrtii5ti.ty "!o
a4dreis-ioncirns 1:recifii to to that t -C ot.bce eoordi natorsteity

w0: (ulii-vars Ity". p-r-ctPissiir,$); were employe-e on .4. pnei-fifth ;iiple basil to
.....,.:,.ppose:othe..a...44iv!tigs Of tl.te .

5)tY 91:01J1).!.!ietitt it Ran vi.ay;" t11:1-fq.,gDY 4ctgi tl*s[con'Sisied *PI
4 Of. ha )-,f,illay sometimes Pri.sgsi ontiatfo on -topic'

cikinteref usualj ncluding lunch ..er.'dtnner. tr, as _

individual component was included. in the.: nroscara "order tea of 1411;_eelh,
,

'...
.3.

0

0 0 i. A
. - -

1 1%..

.-*A fictitious name:
. - .. .

me: used to preeerve anonymity; :l...., .
0

I

. .

3
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'Fellow the opportunity to addxess a particular need or interest. Th)s'
componat "made it possible for the Fei lows to atiend,naaonal or regional
conventions, workshops, seminars or institutes. In addition, a'portion of
the time available to each Fellow for program activities was to'be used in
developing a project in his school, The "projects" were to consist of die
eJestioa Of a prOblemAnd_tben the design; implementation and

evaluation of a solution to that problem.

'Each Fe4low retained full responsibility for his administrative duties
but was authorized by his school system to use one day per week for program
activities. In addition to his regular salary paid by the school system,
each Fellow received a stipend in recognition of time spent in the summer
and weekends. Each city group of five Fellows had $5000o support
antra-city,activities and to allow the Fellows to attend workshops or
seminars. Finally, each Fellow could spend up to $250 on his individual
project.

I functioned as half of a two-man central coordinating team for the
Fellowship program. As such I had access to all program documents and to
responses on periodic structured feedback instruments. I conducted formal

interviews with each program participant at the bid-point and at the end of
the program. In addition, observations and the content of some informal
conversations were recorded regularly. The data for this study come from
the prOgram's first year.-

-
. .

Pkogrammatic iutomes
P

. -

.
Al.tlie,ond of the.:priogramr.the 6i-it-Year Fellows were OnaniioUs in

ratAng,the program ao exCellent, vehjcle FOr the in-service professional
devOOPaleot of.schoql adminjstraloi.c.! TO attested to bengits io two
interrxetted categoriet-benefits.fpcfhdlissellies personally and benefits

fOr-thellr'schools.and,schoo6isystems;'. ,

. . *ther'Oseemed to be three main clusters of personal First,

,*he eel lows became Qom "cosm4po1 itap." They shared-perspectives and
values concerning a wide array of issues associated with urban tecondary '
.schoolri especially th4,admislisttation of those.schools. They broadened
what they knew about the.educatidnal problems of large cities--inctalIng
their -own city.. And.they learned about alternative solutions to thOse,

. problems: Second, some le 1 1 ows attested to gain ing _speci f c skills.

"esiY
. .

-Mese included alternatiVemays of working with students, improved ability
to.work with an-adminittrative team, becoming aware of necessity to

InvOtve,others.ill decition-making, etc.. Third, the Fellows attested to
"peiiidnal growth." 1 became more conscious of my own difisiencies." .

"t acquired.a greater desire td"compete." "My enthusiasm for the job .

.-was rekindled" "Participation in the program increased my professional
self-tincept." .."11 gave me time to think." ,"it galie me a chance to

-1Fkamint ime.Oww persiina4 goals." i
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There were also gains for schools and schoo)._systems. Ate e Level,
schools and school systems could only profit by more competent re

enthusiastic principals. At a second level, some_principais cou .point

to specific new programs that they started and ;hat they attributed to
their participation in the program. These ranged from a year-lonOln-o-
gram of orientation for new teachers in a school td -a-new foreign 14e9uocie
program to a newly organized administrative.team. At a third.leveltjhe
felloitis in .13 city got to know each other bet tpr and developed a sense
of mutual respect and colleagueship. One Fellow said, "I have made fpur
new personal and ptofessional friends who are fellow principals in my.
school system." Another commented: "We are probably more supportive of
one another and our various school programs." As a result of this nig
"closeness" of principals within a school syitem there was more of a
readiness to share ideas and to work cooperatively. On a fourth level*
some principalsattested to new status that could be used to exert
district wide leadership. Some commented that. they got to know their 4

superintendents better. in addition, the Fellowship experience apparently
sparkOugged a movement to give secondary principals a more significant=,
voice within at least one district.

Despite the positive outcomes indicated above, it can also be said
that the QF program did not fulfill its potential as an in-service profeti;
sional development program for secondary school administrators. This $.,:t

conclusion is based on the under-utilization of resources available to T'

the Fellows. As indicated above, the Fellowship program provided each
Fellow with resources of time, money, access to expertise and access to V.

a support system to be used. for professidnal development. These resources`;
were under-utilized during the Fellowship yew'. According to their-own h
accounts; The Fellows spent an average of 20 of the authorized 36 days on
program related activities. The average amount of time spent by the
coordinators on program activities was even less. City-group and project .0,
funds were not exhausted. In one city no Fellows attended workshops or
conferences on an individual.basis. Staff resources were similarly
under-utilized. in particular, Fellows received ljttle help on their
projects.from the local coordinators. In one of the cities, meetings
of the five Fellows with the coordinator were infrequent and unprpductive.1.*:' !

4' 1

The inter-city meetings were devoted largely to school visits--an.activityl.
that was Perceived.by the Fellows as notvery valuable. 1.0

Threemajor;'interrelated, "reasons" for the under-utilization of at
.

resources can be identified. One reason for the under-utilization of
resources was a low level of trust between Fellows and staff. The trust

and city-group meeting time was.devdted to this trust issue to the ex-
problem distracted Fellows from more substantive issues. Both totabmeeting

elusion of other topics. More importantly, the issue provided an excuse
when Fellows were confronted by their inability to implement projects.
Instead of trying to deal with implementation difficulties, some Fellows',
vented their frustrations through the trust issue. The low level of trust'

also fed to problems with utsilizingevaluation and to viewing the progratc
director as an authority figure rather than as a resource, ri.t.

44
. I

5-

I

4

o
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A second reason, low enthusiasm, meant that some of the Fellows did
not expend much time and energy on implementation of their projects. in

addition, several Fellows did not make serious efforts to locate and
attend workshops or seminars on topics of personal .interest. On the part
of the local oordipators, low enthusiasm was expressed in minimal prepara-
tion for city-group .meetings and in a failure .to actively provide the Fellows
with help on the projects.

,A -third -reason for the -undurutiiizatibn of resources was that program
activities were not integrated with each other. Because the individual,

city-group and total -group activities were not integrated with each other,
there was little reinforcement, of, or support for, what was going on at one
level by what was taking place at the other two levels. Individual pio-
jects were not supported at city-group meetings or at total-group meetings.
Similarly, the tasks undertaken by the city groups were not supported or
reinfprced at the level ofthe total group.

Factors Infldencing Program Implementation

The sectionsthat follow wql examine the above three "reasons" in more
detail. Following that, three more basic, underlying, reasons for problems
with implementation will be exams ed. implications for program planners and
managers will be Contained-through ut.

A low level of trust. One of the purposes of the Augutt workshop was
to.cevelop preliminary plans for.the llowship year. As the program director
noted i.n a staff memo after the workshop: *

To the extent that.this program has a design, it has
rested thus far on the premise that the Fellows are
in the bett position to defloe their concerns, that
the Fellows are in the best pOsktion tqpdesisn projects
and that the staff's task is toitimultte and support
such activities.:.. My concern is that the Fellows
may not have perceived or accepted our own view of
our rolei. I had the feeling that some thought we
had the answers and were holding them back. (Memo

from Program Oirector to coordinalors, dated August 31)1
0

Tice irection of the program was largely deterMined at the.August workshops- -

but argeiy determined without explicit input from the Fellows. The
stru,ture of the workshop, its content, and various attendance circum-
stances, played a determinatNe role in shaping the direction of the program.

First, our early communication to the fel1011s about the program and the

initial workshop was deficient. Some Fellows did not know about the stipend,
other knew "very little4 and "really had to guess" ab6ut what they were
getting into. For a time, at least, one Fellow thought he was a part of
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another program with which he was acquainted. In addition, most of the
Fellows were unprepareLfor the totally isolated setting of the workshop.
Probably the most significant consequence of this early lack of information
was not the inconvenience but the attitude conveyed to the Fellows. Accord-
ing to the end of the year_interviews, a number felt that they were pawns
in the hands of the staff; that they-were being "msed" and that they were

--not considered as equa's.

____Secong,_several factors contributed. to a "gap" belvieeitiellpw5,_apd________
staff. All the staff members were University based and had relatively little
experience administering urban high schools. What little we had was not
communicated to the Fellows. Further,,,all the staff members were White in
a program in which more than half of the Fellows were Black. To top it off,
there were separate living quarters for Fellows and staff at the workshop
and staff meetings were held without representation from the Fellows. As
one Fellow commented later, "We didn't know what the staff was talking about
when you got together in your cottage."

Third, expectations regarding "doi- ng a project" were not clarified. A
rationale for "doing projects" was presented at the workshop along with
"possible project characteristics," but a lack of discussion about the
project concept seems to have led to a lack of real commitment on the part
of the Fellows. More than half of the Fellows experienced trouble with
the projects and eventually dropped active work on them. Before mid-year,
in fact, frustation with the projects led to downplaying their centrality
in the program. "Growing professionally," referring to a general exposure
to educational ideas and issues eipecially.through such devices as atten-
dance at professional conferences and workshops, school visits and inter-
action with other educators; took its place.

Fourth, financial guidelines were left up in the air and would not be
clarified until two months into the program. Before clarification, howeverm
one Fellow attended a workshop and incurred unusually large expenses prompting
a memo concerning "exotic meals." The term became a watch-word in the pro-
gram. Besides being the topic of a number of humorous exchanges there was
'a serious side. One Fellow, for example, revealed late in the program that
he had been carrying around a meal receipt forseveral monthsafraid to sub-
mit it for fear he would be accused of having an "exotic meal."

All of this seemed to coalesce into what one city group referred to as
a "low level of trust" between staff and Fellows. The roots were sown at
the August workshop and earlier--by th end of October the issue was full- .

blown. The minutes of a city-group me ting on November 15 contained "trust
level" as the first entry. The main i sue was that the Fellows felt there
were unspecified objectives they wer expected to attain and unspecified
criteria by which they would be judged--despite statements by staff that
there were no predetermined program goals. The trust issue also occupied

sr
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a major portion of .an inter-city_ meeting.

The major point of the above is that some important norms and senti-
ments present within the Fellows throughout the program were largely
determined by events of the first week of the program. The initial relation-
ship between staff an4,Fellows, the early lack of financial guidelines, the.
nebulousness of the projects were never corrected. in part, this was due
to the lack-of time available to be spent on establishing new norms and
.siew. sentiments. Yet even with -t.4me the task-would-have-been formidable

because of the inertia of the original experiences. In a sense, a pro-
gram cannot escape its own early history. in this case, the result seems
to have been a preoccupation with the trust issue and the burdensomeness
of the projects--to the exclusion of more productive uses of the re-
sources available in the program. More generally, the experience indicates
the importance of "getting off on the right foot."

Problems with maintaining enthusiasm. During the Fellowship year, the
enthusiasm of the Fellows and staff for participating in the program did
not remain constant. As the final interviews indicated, there were times
when the average enthusiasm level was relati4ely high and other times when
it was relatively low.

Having been chosen to participate in the program served in itself to
establish and maintain the enthusiasm of at least some of the Fellows. For
one, it was "the first time in twenty years in education that people have
come to me and said how can we'be of help." Other enthusiasm raisers were
the opportunity to visit other cities and to attend national conferences
and workshops, in short, to move beyond the confines of a particular city
and to experience the new and different. Enthusiasm was also raised when
individuals or city groups worked on a task they felt was important and
when success and accomplishment were felt.

My enthusiasm was highest at the end,of the prograe
because psychologically we found we needed to get
ourselves involved'next year. We rallied arobnd
writing proposals to other agencies, attempting to
finish. We wanted to continue next year because
we had invested a lot of time already. (A Fellow in
the final interview.)

But there were also enthusiasm depressors. In fact, the average
enthusiasm level was higher during the August workshop than it was for
the next seven months. One reason, of course, was the beginning of
the problems with trust between staff and Fellows. Another reason was
an initial period of " floundering" between the workshop and the first
inter -city meeting. The floundering was at least partly by design in
order to give the Fellows time gt.

to make progress in the process of personal goal-setting.
They should formulate questions; we'll get resources to them.

8



Having experts in urban education
l

would- ive them thewould-
answers. 'd like them to request tra ning in goalsetting.
That's one of our goals. We can find out low they decide
to spend their money. (Program director as recorded in
Field notes dated September 25.)

The result,of the flOuridering, however*, -was less a coming to grips
with what indrUallals and wantia to maFear'fbe-p-r-b§fairraild----

---IMINi-afaTTure to calfTtaTTie-6-rITHFrdralviaver-of Wathuslasm-------
with which the Fellows left the August workshop. The absence of a short -

term goal--to,be accomplished bylndividuals and groups--by'the-end of
September- -seems to be the major culprit. In the words of one of the
Fellows, "At (the first inter-city meeting) l wondered what the hell we
were doing."

In-the final interviews almost one-half of the Fellows attributed
the low-pants in their enthalasm, at least in part, to problems with
the projects. Besides the general_ frustration felt at not being able
to accomplish what one set out t3 do, there was another dimension: the
perceived pressure to produce felt .by some of the Fellows. As an example,
one Fellow attributed his low enthusiasm to Vbe"wePght,of the project
hanging over my head. (The local cdordinator) tried to get me into a new
project, but I couldn't get it out of my head that 1 had to produce."

The middle of the school year also contributed to dampened enthus-
lasm.

The middle of the program seemed to lag. The same
format became routine and boriMg. (Fellow in fin'al

interview)

After Christmas the whole system, including myself
was in the doldrums. 1 think that affected me and
some of the Fellows. (Local4Coordlnator In -final

interview)

One of thecharacterisliCs of the "doldrums" was that the one-day per
week provision of the program dissolved into something closer to one
day per month.. A similar problem befell staff meetings.. After the
August workshop, the staff met.only once prior to the middle of March.

. a
There was another circuOstance that affected two of 'the local

c000rdinators. stetted out the yeaeton sabbatical but because of,
events within his department_ cut his leave short and/returned to full-,
time work as department chairman. in tH4 final interview he commented
that his enthusiasm was'highest in.ihe fill when lie had more time.

4

I do not feel I can do both program and department
headwell. Thinking time is cut down.: It a chore to
even steal a couple of hours to prepare and submit
minutes' and expense forms.

8



On the other hand, the second coordinator began a sabbatical midway
through the. ett-11.-had-more time ta-devote to the
program despkt not being able to get completely away from his
university work. During this. period his city-group was easily the
most active. 4

finks ehthbIlliikto-f5Rfng full adlientlje
__of the resources-of-the program -is val4ditthen-one-of-the-tasks-of-----
pragramikanagers is to assur.e.a hiattlevel of enthusiasm -throughout_
the course of a program. The data point to tWQ methods of securing
high enthusiasm amon§program participants, The first is to provide.
Intermediate goals toward\which program participants can aim' -and
experience some success. The second is to provide occasional breaks
in the routine,' to'provide a change of pace.

Poorly integrated program activities. As implied'above, one cause
of low enthusiasm as that the Fellows had little sense Of being involved
in a coherent program, i.e., a set of integrated activities leading to
a specific goal; The field notes of the program director, written when
he attended the first city-group meeting in one of the cities, speak
to the issue:

' Someone.aski: why are we haying a meeting of all the
_gitytgroups. One FellOwrecalis thal it_was_to_share__
progress reports; the others say they ain't recall that.
(I squirm: the rationale,.at the August workshop, as I
recall itmight best be construed as the summer
school/high,school "let's .get together for a reunion"
theme, which seems right when uttered,..but.soon seems
hollow. ,So we have.a meeting scheduled, but no agenda.)
(Program director's field notes dated August 24)

Program activities were no
cause the coordinators had not
their own roles within the pr
syncretic paths at the city-gr
styles. In one city, where the localccoordinator was non- directive in
his approach, the city group meetings were infrequent and relatively
non-productive. An entry in the minutes of one of their meetings seven
months into the program noted: "Observation was made that attendance at
our called meetings has not been good." In a second city,the meetings
were held regularly at the faculty club where the local coordinator was
a professor. Each meeting was characterized by a carefully specified
agenda, sometimes agreed on beforehand during a conference phone call
originated by the local coordinator. The agenda was written on a flip
chart carried to the sessionby the coordinator. Over the course of_the
year, attendanceat these meetings was almost 100%. In a thfrd"city the
coordinator coocei;epdof.the program along the lines of a traditional
internship. The meetings were held In each-others' schools featuring
discussions with central office personnel or with consultants on specific
topics.

-

integrated with each other, in,part be-
n conception of program goals or of
Cohsequehtly, they followedjidio-_,

level based on their own concerns and

. .
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While:it was desired, and desirable, that diversity among cities
be,recognized and allowed to influendt the programi0c content at
the city level it was also necessary tha14%there Irefaie*commonality
among cities and individuals in order to provide:A:46'0s for the
total endeavor, that is, in order to havet_Apherent HON

._ very little time%wat devoted to coming to Consensus regarding the-
staff's.. understanding of program goalsand, their -own roles.

Tie staff meeting before the-August workshop attacWd- the question
of the role of the local coordinator head on, but only briefly. The

field notes made during the meeting contain the following rather .

elliptical reference to the discussion:

The role-of the local coordinator: it is wide open right
now. They are to emphasize.projects--in'sure they're
well defined, help them get implemented, relay resource
needslIq us. The project is not the only activity but
a major activity. Local coord' rs should capitalize
on opportUnities, (Field No es dated July 31)

There was, however, no discussion of coifcrete methods for carrying.
out the coordinator olig. 'Consequently, each coordinator was left
witnhis own repertoire of approtches, uneniarged by discussion and
-uncritiaized by debate. Following the Oakwood workshop the staff
met. formally only two times during the rest of the Fellowship year.
There was no real attempt, therefore; to establish, in the minds of
the staff members, a common conceptiOn of the program'and of the
relationship between the various components of the program. The
program continued without this cqmmon conception throughout the year.

, As the year progressed, the Fellowship program became more and
more a collection of city-group programs. These city-group meetings
did not provide mechanisms for holding the Fellows to the task of -.
"doing a,project" and did not provide the technical .support needed to
insure project implementation. By the end of October the project idea
was no longer viable as the basic unifying element in the program.- In

fact, nothing.was--and the total-group meetings proceeded without any
,unifying theme except that of visits to each other's schools. Pre-
liminary plans for the.Jamiary inter -city meeting included only a
small amount of time for the total group to meet. The local cow.-

/ dinator expltined that his Fellows, who were planning the meeting,
."didn't know how any additional time could be filled up" (Field
notes dated January 12),

What was missing from the program was a series of preliminary
staff meetings for the purpose of clarifying the program's goals or
for,reforOulating those goals tajnore,adequately reflect the desires
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and needs of the staff. SuCh.meetIngs could also have served as a vehicle
for the clarification, or,reformulation, of the staff person's role within
the_program. Frequent and sufficiently long staff meetings during the
program would also seem to be necessary in order to have the opportunity
to c arify or reformulate goals and roles bated on actual experience
within the program. '..---

To--stsmnra-Pze-t-o-t-his-p04-nti---the-unde-ut-i-l4zation of resources has

"lbeeri-a-ttltibuted to a:Tow level or enthusiasm dUetrig-part of the program;------ -I-
to a low level of trust between staff and Fellows andtto a low level of

I

Integration among program activities. At a more-basic level, however,
' three factors contributedto low enthusiasm, 10i, (rust and low integration

of activities. Those factors; intended programmhtic outcomes, stated in
behavioral terms, were never specified; we relied on a muddling through

o strategy of program development; and our formative evaluation capability
- did not contribute to significant program improvement. As with the

_Lail& three factors, these basic three are interrelated.
1 '

The failure to specify intended programmatic outcomes. The program

staff met the Fellows for the first time (at the initial four-day resi-
dential workshop in August).with only a "tough plan or strategy" to.
present to them. Essentially; the project idea was to be "the basks. kit
organizing the year." An open-ended proposal, the change from Internship
to Fellowship and the program director's comm ment to a strategy of
Involving the Fellows in determining the structure of the program all
'contributed to the lack of definite goals ,and means as the Fellowship year
began. .

.
N

The trouble we had with determining goals is indicatIff in excerpts
from field notes and memos. At a session with representatives of the
participating,school systemsin April, the program director began' with:
I'm looking for an operational way of describing what we're about. "1'm
looking for objectives for the program." The ensuing discussion did not

- ' reach - closure. An mid-May, a group of national "experts" on administrator
training was convened to get their advice on program development. During

the'meeting one consultant commented: "It worries me that all this money
is committed to this_and no plan is fixed." .We also met twice with the
local coordinators for one-day planning sessions.in June and July. Two
sentences from a memo I wrote to the program director following the
first meeting give testimony to the problems.

6
think ifl's important, if we're going to go.

With the project model, that the local
coordinators be sol0 on that model and know
thoroughly what it means operationally. .

(That goes for you and me'aso.)

a

In sum, there never was an unambiguous statement of intended programmatic
outcomes phrased in terms of what a Fellow would'be like after completing
the Fellowship year.

-4 .12
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A major objective of the August workshop was to involve the Fellows'
in the development of specific plans for the year. In the absence of
clear-cut program goals, however, the Fellows had little they could plan
for except the projects themielves. "Doing a project" almost became
synonymous with being a Fellow. Planning-for individual projects did
take place daring the workshop but plans for city-group and total-group
meetings were not well developed and these components were not integrated
with the projects. The iole of the coordinators in relation to the pro-
jects was also not clear.

-Beginning the program without clear-cut program goals had ramifica-
tions throughout the year. The Fellows constantly searched for what
was expected of them--and, for the most part, turned up-empty-handed.
Not being able to find out what was expected of them contributed to a .

lack of trust on the part of some of the Fellow.% toward the staff. When
the project idea as a central element was all but abandoned after two

'months, the program continued without a unifying theme. Individual

attendance at workshops Of seMinars, city-group and total-group meetings
continued bolt without being informed by, or directed toward, any over-
arching programmatic goals.

Without a picture or image of what a Fellow would be like at the
. end Of the program year there was nothing the Fellows could ai51,at,

nothing to motivate enthusiastic participation In the program. Further,

expectations were unclear both for Feliows and local coordinators. And
the'absence of clearly defined intended programmatic outcomes precluded
the integration of activities around_such intended outcomes.

Limitationsof "Muddling Through." From time to time during the
course of the Fellowship year the Program directpr characterized the
program development process we were using as one of '1/4puddling,through."
The term comes from Lindblom (1959) who describeOe the way' 0011.cies are
formulated (and decisions made) as "muddling thfough." /An 1.indblom's
theory, policies are not made "rationally" and comprehensively; rather..
new policy builds on current policy by small increments, in a step-by-

step fashion. The term "muddling through" was used In this technical
sense.

As a description of our approach to program planning and develop-
ment, the theory of "muddling through" fits rather well. First, only
a few alternative program designs were considered--and these never in
full-blown forms. The ultimate design developed out of the program
director's experience with other programs and also built incrementally
on "standard" Internships in educational administration. Second, only
some consequences of pursuing alternapve program designs were considered.
For example, we considered the consequences attendant on succdiS with
the projects and planned from the Start to facilitatc,sharing among
Fellows, with the school systems and with 'the professional generally.
S
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The frustration that accompanied failure to implement projects was not
anticipattd and consequently no provisions were made for dealing with it,

"Third, we planned from the beginning to constantly monitor the pro-
gram and adjust its means and ends in the light of evaluative findings.
This is.most clearly seen as we progressed from year one,to year two but
even within the first program year the same process is evident. When
'the projects proved an obstacle to some of the Fellows a decision was
made to de-emphasize "doing a project' in favor ottthe less threatening
"professional development." This decision also illustrates the pheno-
menon of making choices to alleviate identified ilts rather than-to
promote a well-defined future state.

In part, muddling throdgh was forced on us by the necessity of
working with several school systems and by time and other constraints.
However, a part of the "muddling.' was by design. Because we were start-
ing the program from scratch we were conscious of the need-to modify
the program as the year progressed. We were willing to adjust as the . i

need presented Itself. In addition, we felt that it was essential that
the Fellows provide input into the program.

But there were some adverse consequences that developed because
we, mmuddled through" the program. The continual adjustment of ends to
.deans and the other way.around resulted in undefined program g6als,
means masquerading as goals and a set of unintegrated program elements.
Each of these consequences had adverse eff,cts. First, the lacklof
definitive program goals was a major contributor to the trust problem
that surfaced at thf summer workshop. The Fellows figured the staff
had firm program objectives and were frustrated becatise they couldn't

discover them. econd, "doing a project" became the goal of the program

YeS
in the eyes o ,he Fellows. When difficulties with project implementation
developed, oing a project" wasde-emphasized and the program was left
with no unifyt element. Third, the one day per week time allotment,
the projects, he avaklability of co- ordinators and the three levels of
program activity (individual city-groups, total-group) were never In-_
tegrated. 4

Another facet of the temedial orientation of !'muddling through" is
the "never ending 'series of attacks" on a problem through serial analyses
and evaluation. A formative evaluation component was built into the
Wile(' Foundation program precisely to provide the capability of improv-
ing the program as, the year progressed. .Howevep,-as'indicated below, '

problems generating valid data and problems making use of the evaluative
findings developed.

The phenomenon identified by the physical, concept of inertia represents
the major drawback to our use of "muddling through" as a norpative model
for program development. One of the characteristics of "mualing through"
is Its remedial orientation: I noted above the power of initial experiences'

.
1
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for shiping the subsequent direction,of the program. For example, the
early lack of financial guidelines, although later corrected, led to
problems with funds that lasted throughttut the year. Similarly, the
early relationship that developed between Fellows and staff at the
August worksbop had its problematic aspects throughout the year. In

effect, remediation was next to impossible within the first program
year.

Problems utilizing a formative evaluation capability. Problems can
be expected in the first year of any program and, as the sections above
-indicated, the QF program was no exception. But we were prepared; an
effort was made to monitor the program through periodic interviews and
structured feedback instruments. However, the existence of a formative
eyeluationftapability was not sufficient either for discovering the
problems early enough or for initi4ating intervention strategies that
could have changed the direction of the program during its first year.

We encountered some problems in our attempt to gather valid and
useful evaluative data. The main difficulty occurred over questionnaire

. items that dealt with city-group meetings and the work of the coordinatois.
These items drevcalmost uniformly positive responses. One example:
"(Our coordinator) has done everything requested by staff, and adminis-
tration." Both the pat -tern of responses and the off-the-record comments
of two Fellows later in the year mast, it cider that they "were not about
to say -anything negative" about their coordinators. Close relationships- -
at least working relationships--were developing between the Fellows and
their local coordinatoFs. Our requests for information violated these

.

relationships.

Despite difficulties in getting good information, some valid and
useful data were obtained during thuourse of the program. However,
that data did not contribute to problim improvement during the first
year. One Of the problems in the'arrangements for making use of evalua-
tive findings was the absence, throughout most the year, of regularly
scheduled sessions in which those findings could be considered. Staff

meetings were non-existent during the middle of the program and, al-
though questionnaire results were tabulated and returned to the Fellows,,
at most of the inter-city meetings no time was allocated to discuss the.
responses or to consider'program modifications based on the evaluative
findings.

.

A'related reason why evaluative feedback did not get used was a
lack of focus in the presentation of the findings. Even a four page

document prOved too long and too diffuse to encourage discussion of the
findings and possible solutions forproblematic situations. With hind-
sight, it can be said that an in-depth consideration of only one or
two findings from the responses to the questionnaire following the



August workshop rally have changed the program. The availability, but
non-use of a score of findings served 660.useful'ourpose.

The monitoring o f the program did seem to bear some fruit, how-
ever in the short run, mid-course alterations were effected when
receptivity to intervention could be capitalized on nd when inter-
vention was timed to coincide with natural turning lots in the
program. For example, -the pattern within one city w saltered when
the local coordinator, who was depressed about the y$the program
was developing in Chet city, was given some suggestions based on feed-
back from the Fe11164. in that :city. (Interestingly, the feedback and
suggestions were gilien in i..corner bar, over a couple of beers, and
later on the street corner, itself.)

4

In the long run, and in -the context of the program continuing over
several years, it is fair ;o save that formative evaluation did have an
impact. The end of one year and the beginfng ofanotheris, of course;
a natural turning point, Chanwis expected. The second year Fellows 4vi

encountered an extensively redesigned program based on the first year's
experience. To be sure, there were mistakes made arini the second
year. Some of the first year's problems were nevercorrecteOnd
some new' ones cropped up that were never.solved. But, in general,.
the second year profited from feedback from the first year's operation.

Within the first Fellowship year, 'however, the formative evaluation
capability did not contribute'sigrfficanily to integrating program elements,
to raising the level of trust between Fellows and staff or to establish-
Ing and'Maintaining'a high level' of enthusiasm. 4

The implications, of this study for program managers exist on two
levels. On one level, there are things a program manager can do
maintain a high level of enthusiasm or to providrfor staff devetoppt
meat or to insure that forMative evaluation findings get included in
decision-making sessions. On arsecond level, the underlying reasons
for the problems we encountered during program implementatiop imply
that. program managers ought to be wary about.ponsciouSly adopting a
"muddling through" approach to program.piannihg and implementation -
at least as that strategy was Used for the QF program.

.

The data of this study suggest two hypotheses. First, if intended
programmatic outcomes are speCified, then program resources will he
more effectively and efficiently utilized. Second, if the consequences
of alternative courses of- action are <considered during planning, then
program resources wilebe more effectively and efficiently
En the form Of recommendations,' the two hypotheses suggestthat
Orogi-am managers .adopt an approach to program planning and limpleMen-,

tition that Is,chqractirlud by elements of4srational" planning. r
. .t
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. These 'recommendations stop considerably short of-suggesiino that,pro- - ''...'

gram managers adopt a 'TatrOnal" approach to program developmept. ,As Yavior ..

(1965t notes,.the classical, "rational," theory of decision-making is predi--. _---'

dated on the'decision:Imaker's" ability to ctarifi'viluest'to generate a cod. --:
pleti list of alternatives and their Copsequdhces, to evetuate-the.cods0-.
quences in the ,Ifght.of objectives, and then, to be_abItto order Ihe.b.lier-
natIves on some scale of_priorittes. This depislowtaialiinTstrate0y is' clearly impossible with programs, and; In contWasi sirtlar to .the progitxm'
and context considered in this.Itudy:= BLit tt-is pessOele.I.WspecOt to
some detail iniended program oufiomes, and it is possikle to.molist4r:some

. alternative courses of aCtion and to Anticipate Some conseoliences.of these
alternatives7especially the'consiquences of. the alternative actually clen. '
Short of assuming that the worst lei i.l happen,. It seems feasible to,ot

simulate the various programmatic ccmponenti so dysfunctionsictions don't catch'
(. managers off ,guard. Playing out what could happen undera particular ptin -

should help uncover additional goals and should scnve to highlight possible.
costs. and benef its; .

S
I P

% But there are etill problems with the recommehdatio'ns., in the first
place, in recent years they have become 'little more than cliches. As a
consequence, their power for influencing practide has been reduced,cpnsider-
ably... In the second place, "rational" planning connotes a.cigid14, an .r

emphasis,on measurable quantities and an Increased bureaucratization that
is antithetical to movements to humanize education. and,to management theory
that stresses involvement of program participants.

v
.

t
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My response to.these problems ts two -fold. first, the implications of
.

the data are clear. Program imptementatidn will experience avoidable diffi-' .

1 -
mattes if intended.outcomes are not specified Insome detail and if efforts
are not made to anticipate.thi consequences of alternative courses of action.
Seco-nd., the preceding statement is not meant to imply that program partici--
pants be-axctuded from goal - setting and planning. There are empirical studies
(Cf. Fullan, 1972) that trace problems of implementation to failures to in- .

.
e

. valve participants in program planning. in addition, of. course, there are
value consigpfitions when dealing with other persons. Thejecommendations:

. to adopt elements of enrational" strategy of program planning and imple-
mentation,,thereforef. do not stand,

..
. - .

.

.

.

. _

. On'the.ottier'hand, two bas of advicefrequAntlyi given to managers ,.
,

who are beginning.new prefgrams ought not stand alone either. One bit of

advice suggests that they recruit capable staff 'persons and theA4"leove
.

.;
.

them alone - -don't get In. the waSt."',A.sec+ohd. bit of advice suggests that. 1:' . .. ..
. E-.1

they involve'prografe partiipants,in voal..setttng,and decision-making.
These may be good su'oesITons (my personal bias says they eq.-but:afore:4

',. needed if a prograth iA t9.fulfillits potektial. :Involve program .0011W ';!

pants ingoal setting and decision- making, and allow staff pario4s'to "4141- :.-:.'

their Vhing.," but ati.tha same time, make sure that eventua:ty, goals 04" ,y
roles Ere 'stated cFeariy and understood' and thetan effortIS made to look
beyond the pro§radel first day. -

_ .2
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